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Congressional insider trading: The story sticks

Commentary: Bringing an old story to light

 

By Justin Rohrlich

NEW YORK (MarketWatch) — Recently “60 Minutes” featured an interview with Peter

Schweizer of the Hoover Institution, who discussed corruption in Washington, D.C.

Namely, insider trading by the congressmen and senators who wrote the laws prohibiting

the practice in the first place.

“This is a venture opportunity,” Schweitzer told CBS’s CBS -0.43%   Steve Kroft. “This is an

opportunity to leverage your position in public service and use that position to enrich

yourself, your friends, and your family.” Watch the “60 Minutes” segment.

Schweizer’s latest book, “Throw Them All Out,” will highlight suspicious stock trades by

House Speaker John Boehner, Rep.Spencer Bachus, former House Speaker Nancy Pelosi,

and other powerful names, including former House Speaker Dennis Hastert and Sen. Judd

Gregg.
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No more easy money on Wall Street?
Easy money is drying up on Wall Street, and MarketWatch columnist David Weidner tells Mean Street host Evan

Newmark it is largely due to the spread in fixed income.

We took a look at congressional insider trading back in February, as Galleon Group founder

Raj Rajaratnam prepared to stand trial on insider trading charges involving 35 stocks,

among them Google GOOG -0.18% , Advanced Micro Devices Inc. AMD -0.52% , IBM IBM -0.22%

, and Goldman Sachs Group GS -3.15% . Read Minyanville’s “Insider Trading Laws Do Not

Apply To Members Of Congress Or Executive Branch.”

It was particularly shocking to find out that if Rajaratnam had been a U.S. senator rather

than a $7 billion hedge fund manager when he made the trades in question, there would

have been no criminal proceedings at all. Because, as Craig Holman, legislative

representative at government watchdog group Public Citizen explained, the Securities and

Exchange Act does not apply to members of Congress.

“Any inside, non-public knowledge they gain can be acted upon,” Holman told me in a

telephone interview. “Some of the stories are just… breathtaking.”

It gets worse. Not only are legislators free to

trade in ways that would put a civilian in

handcuffs, congressional staffers and lobbyists

are also exempt from insider-trading regulations.

Even Henry Manne, the economist who

famously made a case for legalizing insider

trading in his book “Insider Trading and the

Stock Market,“ draws the line here. In an email

to ProCon.org, he wrote:

“In my 1966 book I said unequivocally that

insider trading by any government officials on

information received in the course of their work

should be outlawed. The economic

consequences of this trading on stock prices will be the same as any other informed trading,
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but there are many other aspects to the economic argument for legalizing insider trading

generally that just will not pass the “smell test” for government officials. The compensation

argument for corporate insider trading cuts in exactly the opposite direction for government

officials. We do not want them to receive extra compensation or outside compensation for

doing their jobs. And, of course, all too frequently their access to this information is merely

another form of a bribe, and that sure as hell is not legal.”

Congressional insider trading is not a new phenomenon; a handful of media reports have

surfaced over the past several years, but, as Holman says, the story “never really stuck.”

In a 2009 article on The Hill’s “Congress Blog,” Holman explained the loophole.

“The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) does not have the authority to hold

employees of Congress or the Executive Branch liable for using non-public information

gained from official proceedings for insider trading. Under current law, “insider trading” is

defined as the buying or selling of securities or commodities based on non-public

information in violation of confidentiality — either to the issuing company or the source of

information. Most federal officials and employees do not owe a duty of confidentiality to the

federal government and thus are not liable for insider trading.”

Of course, members of Congress do owe a duty of confidentiality to the citizenry by whom

they were elected. That’s why congressional ethics rules specifically state that members

must not use privileged information gleaned during the course of their duties for personal

gain.” But the rule is just a rule; it is not legally binding, and the SEC has never brought an

enforcement action against any member of the Senate or the House.

A couple of years ago, a radio segment on American Public Media looked at two cases of

suspicious financial activity that took place on both sides of the aisle during the initial days

of the financial crisis back in September, 2008.

“A year ago this week Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson and Fed Chairman Ben Bernanke

dashed to Capitol Hill. They hastily met with a small group of congressional leaders to tell

them that the country was teetering on the edge of financial catastrophe,” correspondent

Steve Henn said. “Paulson and Bernanke asked Congress to spend hundreds of billions to

save the banks.”

The next day, according to personal financial disclosures, Henn said that John Boehner,

who was GOP House Minority Leader at the time — and was present at the meeting —

“cashed out of a fund designed to profit from inflation” and “since he sold, it’s lost more than

half its value.”

Henn also pointed out that Sen. Dick Durbin, an Illinois Democrat, “sold more than $40,000

in mutual funds and reinvested it all with Warren Buffett.” Durbin was also at the meeting.

But insider trading is a notoriously difficult charge to prove. Durbin said that, “like millions of

others he was worried about his retirement.” Boehner said his “stockbroker acted alone

without even talking to him,” and both men say they did not benefit from information picked

up from Paulson or Bernanke.

As for staffers, one example reported by The Wall Street Journal this past October involved

an aide to Republican Sen. Mike Crapo of Idaho, a member of the Senate Banking

Committee.

Filings show that the aide, Karen Brown, traded Bank of America Corp. BAC -1.96% stock

seven times in 2009, buying on three occasions in April and selling in September, for a

minimum profit of 43%.

The Journal noted that the purchases were made while B of A was discussing the results of

the government’s stress tests. When the findings were made public on May 7, a few short

weeks after Brown established her position, the bank’s stock rose as investor confidence

returned.

Crapo’s office says Brown’s husband was the one actually doing the trading, “independent

of any direction from Mrs. Brown,” and that she later filed an amended financial disclosure

form reflecting this. A spokeswoman added, “There is no relation between Sen. Crapo’s

service on the Banking Committee and any decisions made by Mr. Brown regarding the

trades in question.”

A 2004 study in the Journal of Financial and Quantitative Analysis titled “Abnormal Returns

from the Common Stock Investments of the U.S. Senate,” examined senators’ mandatory

financial disclosure reports between 1993 and 1998.
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“Our goal in this research is to determine if the senators’ investments tend to outperform the

overall market,” Georgia State business professor Alan Ziobrowski wrote. “Such a finding

would support the notion that senators use their informational advantage for personal gain.

We test whether the common stocks purchased and sold by U.S. senators exhibit abnormal

returns.

“Assuming returns are truly ‘incidental,’ we hypothesize that U.S. senators should not earn

statistically significant positive abnormal returns on their common stock acquisitions (the

null). Rejection of the null, i.e. a finding of statistically significant positive abnormal returns,

would suggest that senators are trading stock based on information that is unavailable to

the public, thereby using their unique position to increase their personal wealth.”
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